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ABSTRACT
Summary: TREE-PUZZLE is a program package for
quartet-based maximum-likelihood phylogenetic analysis
(formerly PUZZLE, Strimmer and von Haeseler, Mol.
Biol. Evol., 13, 964–969, 1996) that provides methods
for reconstruction, comparison, and testing of trees and
models on DNA as well as protein sequences. To reduce
waiting time for larger datasets the tree reconstruction
part of the software has been parallelized using message
passing that runs on clusters of workstations as well as
parallel computers.
Availability: http://www.tree-puzzle.de. The program is
written in ANSI C. TREE-PUZZLE can be run on UNIX,
Windows and Mac systems, including Mac OS X. To
run the parallel version of PUZZLE, a Message Passing
Interface (MPI) library has to be installed on the system.
Free MPI implementations are available on the Web (cf.
http://www.lam-mpi.org/mpi/implementations/).
Contact: hschmidt@molgen.mpg.de;
haeseler@eva.mpg.de

INTRODUCTION
As more and more sequence data become available
in public databases, the runtime of sequence analysis
software accumulates a serious bottleneck. To cope with
this problem parallel computing increasingly enters the
different areas of molecular sequence analysis (Trelles,
2001). Parallel software based on threads and message
passing can for example be found in database searching
(e.g. FASTA, BLAST, or HMMER) and in subsequent
analysis like phylogenetic tree reconstruction, e.g. several
parallelizations of the DNAml algorithm (Felsenstein,
1981; Trelles, 2001).

Here we present a parallelization of quartet puzzling
(Strimmer and von Haeseler, 1996), a Maximum-
Likelihood (ML) based tree reconstruction method.

∗To whom correspondence should be addressed.

PARALLELIZATION
The quartet puzzling algorithm is a three-step procedure
(Strimmer and von Haeseler, 1996). In the ML step all(N

4

)
quartet ML trees are reconstructed to find the most

likely relationship for each set of four out of N sequences.
In the puzzling step these quartet trees are composed into
an overall so-called intermediate tree adding sequences
one by one. Since the result of this step is highly
dependent on the order of sequences, many intermediate
trees from different input orders are constructed. From
these intermediate trees a majority rule consensus tree is
built in the consensus step.

The first two steps get very time-consuming when
the number of sequences in the alignment increases.
Fortunately both steps consist of many independent tasks
(quartet-evaluations and puzzlings) and therefore are well
suited for parallelization, to reduce the wall-clock time
needed for the analyses.

For our parallelization we used master/worker concepts
(cf. Figure 1a). This means one master process coordinates
the tasks and sends them to the worker processes, which
then do the computation. We did not only consider
pure parallel platforms, but also took into account the
problems of communication overhead that arise in a
Cluster of Workstations (COW). This is important because
COWs are likely to be more common and available for
practicing systematics and evolutionary biology than are
supercomputer-like systems.

We used the Guided Self-Scheduling algorithm (GSS,
Polychronopoulos and Kuck, 1987; Hagerup, 1997) for
load balancing. GSS is a well performing scheduling algo-
rithm that reduces communication by clustering tasks, i.e.
quartets or intermediate trees, into groups of decreasing
size to keep all the workers equally busy. In comparison
to other algorithms of this kind it does not need additional
overhead to measure the speed of the processors. We mod-
ified the algorithm by introducing a lower threshold for the
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TREE-PUZZLE
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Fig. 1. Parallelization of the quartet puzzling algorithm. (a) Paral-
lelized workflow. The dashed arrows stand for communication be-
tween the processes. The communication to transmit the parameters
to the workers was omitted to increase clarity. (b) The speedup of
the program on an alignment of 60 gag sequences from HIV and
SIV on HP shared memory parallel computers constructing 10 000
intermediate trees.

group size to keep the communication overhead low which
is particularly important at the end of the analysis steps.

For the parallelization we used the Message Passing
Interface (MPI, Snir et al., 1998; Gropp et al., 1998).
Since MPI has become the de facto standard in parallel
computing using message passing, implementations of the
MPI libraries are available on almost all parallel platforms
from massively parallel computers to COWs.

Speedup tests with different datasets on different
machine types showed that the parallelization works very
efficiently on parallel machines (e.g. Figure 1b for 60

gag sequences from HIV/SIV on HP shared memory
V-Class and S-Class computers). The speedup of the
parallel TREE-PUZZLE version reaches almost the
perfect speedup, i.e. increasing the number of worker
processes by a factor k reduces the runtime by the same
factor. Because of the communication overhead a perfect
speedup cannot be achieved.

On a very heterogeneous COW comprising 20 SUN
workstations (Sparc 20, Sparc 4/5, Ultra 1, Ultra 5 with
CPU speed from 65 to 300 MHz) the implementation of
the scheduling proves to be very efficient, because it keeps
all worker processes equally busy. Measuring the speedup
on heterogeneous COWs is not possible because of the
different CPU rates.

We also applied the parallel version to some large
datasets, e.g. we computed the gene tree for 215 red
algae small subunit rRNA sequences as present in the
European ssu rRNA database (Van de Peer et al., 2000).
Applying the default settings, HKY85 model and 50 000
intermediate trees, on an 12-processor HP V-Class, this
analysis took us 2 weeks with 12 worker processes instead
of over 5.5 months with the non-parallelized program.

FURTHER TREE-PUZZLE FEATURES
Types of analysis
TREE-PUZZLE allows different types of phylogenetic
analysis.

• Reconstruction of phylogenetic trees using the quartet
puzzling algorithm (Strimmer and von Haeseler, 1996;
Strimmer et al., 1997).

• Likelihood mapping to examine the clustering of user
defined subgroups of the aligned sequences or to
visualize the phylogenetic content of the alignment
(Strimmer and von Haeseler, 1997).

• Evaluation of the maximum-likelihood value of a
given tree topology under a given evolutionary model
(Felsenstein, 1981).

• Kishino–Hasegawa test to compare different tree
topologies (Kishino and Hasegawa, 1989).

• The branch lengths can also be calculated under the
assumption of a molecular clock (Felsenstein, 1988).

Evolutionary models
TREE-PUZZLE also includes a broad variety of evolu-
tionary models.

• Models for DNA sequences: TN (Tamura and Nei,
1993), HKY (Hasegawa et al., 1985), F84 (Felsenstein,
1984).
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• Models for protein sequences: Dayhoff (Dayhoff et al.,
1978), JTT (Jones et al., 1992), mtREV24 (Adachi
and Hasegawa, 1996), BLOSUM 62 (Henikoff and
Henikoff, 1992), VT (Müller and Vingron, 2000),
WAG (Whelan and Goldman, 2001).

• Model for doublets (pairs of dependent nucleotides):
SH (Schöniger and von Haeseler, 1994).

• Model for binary state data: F81 (Felsenstein, 1981).

• Rate heterogeneity: modeled by a discrete Gamma
distribution and by allowing invariable sites (Yang,
1994).

With its features TREE-PUZZLE is providing an inter-
esting resource for the phylogenetic analysis of large
datasets.

Finally we would like to encourage everybody to test our
program and make suggestions as to what other features to
include in future releases.
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